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Ada Lounge
'MAY8&10
• SOUP
• SALAD
• SANDWICHES
• DEER ..
.. WINE
··SODA
iii ~112 'lock SQ.
ofUniv.rsity
o"Dro
t
'Q9dwayi\
.Mon-Thur 10:30 am .0 .:pm '.\
c~_S~ 1~30~m~!qpmi L~===:-=======~===~~=~~
1
Friday .. 7:30
Sunday .. 1:30 & 6:00
At The Door
Students w/phoro !D: Non Student:
SI.00 single feature S2.00 single feature
51.50 double feature S2.50 double feature.
. Or one Ticket Booklet Ticket
The ticket booklet is available at the
S.U.B. Info Center or at the door of the
movie and has ten tickets- each good
for ten single or double features.
More than one person can share a ticket
booklet, and booklets are Rood for both
the fall and spring'. movie features. The The Student Programs Board is always
price is S5 for students with photo 10, ready for new members. If you're
SIp for non students. interested, call 385-3297.
.~
1101 W. Idaho 342~7738. '..
.FROM YOUR BEST 2111 BIKE BUY
TO THE .ULTIMATEACHIEVEIEIIT .
IlIlIBHlIEIBHTTECHILOlDB~
gl'~~~:. '~.•.~.'-.'.7®.•.•' .••..'
Now. bVe! 1000 interriational cycling .
victories later, you can take your choice . .Super Sport-Your best 2nd bike buy.
of 12models that offer both'superior
.~~E~~I~{~+~~J~f£fr..~.'.....i ·;.···
budqet Come see them today. " :' . ~ . ',.
Bianchi. 1 1
TIlERE AREND SUBS1'ITUTES comp ete sa es superCo"nrE"g;J:~g~:I~~~~~~~evement
ONLY COMPROMISES & sevice .,.
"Getready for Summer" tune ..up 1995
Bianchi quality starts at 24900 Stop in today for a test ride.
. Sophomores~..
ItCSstillnot too1ate
totakeAnqv ROTC.
Because there's a two-year Army ROTC program, in case
.you missed taking ROTC in your first two years of college.
. You'll have to work to catch up, during the summer before
your junior year. But in two years you'll earn about ~2,900, more .
than half of which is tax free. Then you'll earn an officer's
commission at the same time you earn a college degree. But mail
the coupon now. Because by the time you're a junior, it'll be too late.r--------------------------~.. I ,1nllY IWTC -_~,Mlll\Irylllllonoo
I Oopor1mcnl, 8372ll
I Plt'<l~l' :-t'IH!'Illl' num- infurnunion i11~11I1111l' Am.lY !{( He
I T\\'Il Y";lr J'rngr;II11, .
I ~1, .
.l ::(:I:lr,:~_~~-~~~~==__ ::,~~~--~~=--'-'-=
I '-'1,111 __ ~ Zljl __ .1'1J,lllt'. _I t"IIt~(· ,\II(lldlll~ ~ ~_ ~~___ _._
J. (1Iadlldllllllll;tlt· . ~ . .:.. . . _
I 1iirTheAnny ROTC 'lWo.fear Program I
I~ I~----~-----------~---------~
BRASSLANP
Pizza &.41e lause
. BIG BRASSY'
- FIGHTS INFLATION!
GET·YOUR
INFLATION FIGHtiNG' BRASS LAMP.
COUPON BOOK,
50. DISCOUNT COUPON$'A
$44.00 yALUE FOR ON~Y 52.95
,·AVAILABLE·AT ALL FOUR ,BOISE
LOCATIONS
FAIRVlEW & 5 MILE
572VIsrA AVE
NO PURCHASENee.
610 EASIBOISE AVE.
2455. HARRISON HOLLOW.
LIMIT: ONE COUPON PERrrEM
THE .TIIIRD PAGE
SENATE MIXUP
MAR,IANNE FLAGG
increase.
ASB .Senator Helen Holt charged Lefteroff said he also thought the fee
Tuesday that the student Senate in its proposal should have received . more
. weekly meeting "railroaded" the passage discussion in light of the fact the resolution
of .a Senate resolution to support a was adopted .by the "old Senate."
proposed $1.50 per semester increase in "The new Senate should examine closely
student fees for the Alumni Association. the implications of it (the increase). The
Holt said Vice President Kay Kemp new Senate must answer to it," Lefteroff
failed to clarify the effect of a tabled said. He said another reason to reconsider
motion' and "effectively moved it (the the resolution is the failure of the Alumni
resolution) from discussion. She said Kemp Association's Director Dyke Nally to deliver
did not explain that by failing to second the promised records .:
motion the resolution would automatically "He promised to present to the Senate a
stand as passed. Holt said she is not the detailed cost breakdown of where the $1.50
only senator who is uncertain as to-what would be used, and he never di~,"
went on at yesterday's meeting. Lefteroff said. Holt said Nally had
She said confusion about the resolution-- promised her the records as well.
which was adopted by a 6-1-1 vote on April Kemp said the procedure conducted in
14--arose first when Senator Burt Worrell. the Senatemeeting yesterday was proper.
motioned to have the resolution removed She said Holt and Leftercff were. talking
from the table. Resolution #12 had been during the second motion.
tabled pending the results of a public "It was her fault (Holt's) for not Ex-hostage William Belk spoke to a crowd oj students in the SUB Ballroom last Friday
hearing held April 30.. listening. She could have motioned to night.
Holt said she thought the effect of consider but she didn't," Kemp said. I----=----------------G-------......,----------
Worrell's would be to open up discussion Senator Todd Barnes said the resolution ·S·T-UDENT .UARDS
on the proposed fee increase. She said "wasn't railroaded." She (Holt) just . '. "'.. .
Worrell made another motion "that I wasn't paying attention evidently," he said.
didn't understand." Senators Tracy "We had an open hearing and no one
Lefteroff and Worrell said the second . showed up. She didn't even show up." He
inotion was intended to reconsider' the added that he has received no negative
resolution, to allow it to be discussed. That comments about the increase from his
motion was not seconded and Senate constituents.
Resolution #12 stands 6-1-1 as adopted. Holt said' her experience has been
Worrell said he agreed there "may be different. "I've been getting calls against it,
some question as to how aware" the Senate Glenda (the ASB secretary) has been getting
was as a whole to the procedures involved' 'calls against it. I'd hate to see the Senate
in taking motions off the table, but said' endorse a $1.50 fee increase on a
that the motion to reconsider "would've technicality."
failed." He said no students attended the The fee increase proposal has been
public hearing and .the Senate determined placed on the May State Board agenda for
that students were not opposed to the consideration during its June meeting.
SANDRA FICHTER made some really good friends through the
Guard and now I look forward to seeing
The Tuition Assistance Program pro- them each month."
vided by the Idaho National Guard for its Donna Poches, also a student at BSU
members attending college will be and a member of the Guard through the
discontinued for the corning fiscal year, Reserve Officer Training Corps (ROTC)
July 1981 through June 1982, according to agrees. "I don't know where I'm going to
Lieutenant Colonel Jack Long, a spokes- get the extra money, but I'll be.in school
man for the National Guard. next fall and stay with the Guard--I'll really
"It's a cut and dried situation," said need the drill pay now."
Long. The Idaho Legislature did not There are those, however, that did join
appropriate the program any money for the the Guard for the tuition assistance. "I wasFiscal Year 82 and they asked for a one year d
moratorium. "So even if we could get the recruited under the assumption I woul
money from some other place, we still have the assistance through the whole
Id 't II te it " h id program," explains Craig Young of thecou II a oca I, e S31 .•
Last year the Iegislature.appropriated $59 ROTC program at BSU "I only got one
thousand to the program's fund. This semester out of it, and if I could get Qut I .
money, however, is already spent and the would, but I have a contract."
fiscal year doesn't end until June 30. "The Although the National Guard doesn't
increase in students' fees has drained the know when, if ever, the program will return
money faster than before," said Long. it explains that there are alternative
The Tuition Assistance Program began programs for those interested in joining the
in Fall 1974. The legislature approved this Guard and who' want financial assistance.
program as a recruiting and retention aid for school.
for . the Idaho Army and. Air National "If a person enlists for a critical service
Guard. It pays half of the members school specialty, that is a skill that is in demand in
fees. either the Army or Air Guard, that
This year alone over' 600 members of the individual has the option between two cash
Guard took advantage of this program, but bonuses," ·said Sergeant Jack Clark of the
Long doesn't feel its termination will cause' Guard Recruiting Office.
members to quit schoolor the Guard .' He An individual can take, $1500 in cash
said "people did not decide to go to school upon enlisting or can sign up for the $4000
only because of this program, and they still college tuition assistance bonus. This
get pay for being members of the Guard." second option is allocated over a four year
Russ Nelson, a student at Boise State period at a $1000 a year. '.'
University and a member of the Guard .. Will this still give college bound
agrees. "It just means I have to get that individuals an incentive to join the National
extra money some place else, but lwouldn't Guard? "You bet," said Clark, "90
leave school or the Guard just because of percent of those enlisting, who are non prior
that." He.adds "I enjoy what I do and I've service, enlist for the $4000 bonus."
EARTII'S FRIENDS
....-
MEGFEREDAY
A hearing was held in Boise last Friday A listener- asked, "Is it politics that push
on the proposed addition to the long the nukes down our throats?" Harding
defunct EBR I (Experimental Breeder answered, "If you get a breeder it's because
Reactor), located at the Idaho National . Congress decided you (Idaho) should get
Engineering Laboratories. Governor John one. It is important to find new
Evans' Energy. Resource Policy Board constituencies to support the opposition to
heard two opponents of nuclear power nukes."
speak against the EBR II. that the "So if nuclear plants make no revenue
Department of Energy. has proposed for the themselves, where does the money for their
INEL. Tom Cocheran of the National construction come from?" asked another.
Resources Defense Council of Washington, "Are the oil companies subsidizing them?"
D.C., and Friends of the Earth Director Harding replied, "No, they (the oil
Jim Harding testifies against the proposed companies) are getting out of uranium.
breeder reactor for Idaho. The money comes from you lind me-when
Harding Was then invited to speak at a utility buys a plant they tax, us."
BSUby the Snake River Alliance group,' When asked why nuclear plants are still
where he discussed alternative energy being built despite the exorbitant costs,
sources to the breeder and to conventional Harding said from the beginning the
nuclear plants. . Atomic Energy Commission gave full rein
The 12 persons who attended Harding's to nuclear development, and that scientific
talk were given the economic 'cons' of zeal still fuels much of the' neclear energy
nuclear power plants. .. According to dirvetoday.
Harding, nuclear plants are getting . That zeal is, according to H!U"9ing,
hands-off treatment from utilities and big outdated. Other forms of energy should be
corporations across the country. Said stressed. He advocated Wind power as a
Harding.vi'Merrill-Lyneh . is bullish on good future source of energy. "Windcan
nukes." be a very efficient, cheap source of
Harding said that utilities cannot make energy." Harding admitted that environ-
money on the nuclear plants, "even if they mentally, wind power could have a negative
wrote off all the capital costs, they couldn't effect since the amount of windmills it
make a profit .off of'.them ... the utilities would take to generate enough energy
don't want them," could "use upa lot of land." However,
In answer to the question of the. cost to 'Harding pointed. out that it takes three
the consumer of nuclear energy, ·Hargind· 'times more land; including five-mile radius
said that nuclearelectricity costs five .cents "danger zones" plus the' mining of
per kilowatt hour as compared to,' uranium, for nuclear plants than it takes .
one-and-a-half cents for coal electricity.' for windwilis to make the same amount of
. Harding quoted Dave Stockman, Direc- _ki-·-Io-w-a-t-t-h-o-u_rs...._..:- __ ...-'- ----:
tor of the-Office of Management and the
Budget: "the Clinch River Project (located
in Tennessee): is totally incompatible with hI~n:;;'·' -Ias~t..:w::-e,:,eTTs:'-'-l'e:':a:-::t::':u::'re~~a~rtO!lc~e-:t.-r:-::e...s:::e::n~te:::n:::c:::-e
our free market aJ:!pf.oach. to' energy "According to: Rolling Stone.: USSR
policy." Harding 'circulated a-letter that Intelligence ..... should. read ,U.S. Intelli-
Stockman wrote Which. said: .... .govern- gence;...." . ' ,
ment should not' become involved in the In the "ASBSU Budget" story last week
provi~ioi{(lfsubsidies forthecom~erciali- there were twoerrorswe.wish (0 .corr17t: ..
.zation of new energy technologIes that ,the $10,000' legal fundfor the Umverslty
cannot PllSs.themaI:ketJ~st ofcomJletitive~ .News. would,cover just tlle,Ieg!l\.co,~t.o(the "
ness \Vitb;altel~a~iver ~ri'a. pticl! bilsi~; ~~hit: :S}tc:pardsiii,f.·~mn:n~ooto>'c~vef~~~~
'bree,detfeact'orw'ill"tiot'pass"Uii~ test un.til ' 'fees failed; We'.apologIze' ...for the errors.
LAURIE JOHNSTON System Revenue Fund is - actually a
misnomer as it leads students to wonder
A proposed $5 fee increase to be effective why non-resident students mustcontnbure
next semester couldn't. come fast enough to the operations of the housing systems.
for Dave Boerl, , assistant director of Actually, Boer! said, the residence halls
Student, Residential Life. The $5 increase carry their own weight financially and then
will be the first such increase in nine or 10' . some. But because the Student Union
years for the operating budget of the Boise
State Housing System. . . . Building was built with revenue bonds, its
The current fee of $45.00, when maintenance necessarily comes under the
compared with the dollar value at the time' . classification of housing systems. The
it wasset up a decade ago, has eroded in operating budget of the Student Union
buying power to $17.55 Boerl said. Though Building is then the beneficiary of the fee
the Student Residential Life office realized increase, not dorins.
a feein~easewas necessary several years After makinarecommendattons to the
ago, the: request.. waspJit off· because, Assosiated Student Body, the SRL office
according loBoer!, •"The:time wasn't .. took the fee increase proposal to the ASB
right" Finally realizing that fhetimefor .a~", .Senate; which passed a resolution in March
fee increas~ < is .never right, the Student to recommend the increase, This week.' the
Residential Life.:office put ina' request last . "State '.Board of Education will mostJikely
fall, ,he said..<,: ..' ." ..': approv~ th~ ad~,\tiqrial $Hee, Boert~lli.d .
''''';The mosbdifficultthingaboutth'efee ;' : TIle fee' is not to cover any s~ific
increase:' .Boerrsaid"is getting the students .. ;..QperationcU costs,but is merely. t9 coyc,:J:the
to r<:aJ.iiewhlifit goeS for." TlieHo'usfug ' .. 'inflatibhatycosts of maintaining the SUB~ .
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for $3, delivered to your door by an agent
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NEWSSTANDS
17 On Campus
Albertson's: Franklin Glenwood
Broadway Washington
Anthony's: Cole
Buttrey's: Main
Cobby's
CO-Oil
0'Alessandro's
Desmond and Mollie's
Koffee Klatch
M&W Market: Collister
Main Post Office
Music Works
Record Exchange
Safeway: Vista
Smith's Food King:
Broadway State
SUBSCRIPTIONS
Name:
Address:
City St.' Zip
ONLy·NAMES
as well. Whilepe~haps not illegal, accep~ing
two service awards is certainly quest1?n-
able. One may question theIIlotives behind
the passage of this $1400. Are the students
who are to conduct the "research" bona
fide researchers? Is there an essential ~eed
for the information? Does the reqUired
information already exist from' past
studies? The list could go on and on. .
When I served on the senate, I,received
$50 a month, and now the senators receive
$100 a month: Are the senators doing
more? I'm afraid they might be. The person
who observed that "no man's liberty or
property is safe while the legislature is in
session ... " may have had his' eyes on our
senate and administration.
,Since our senate has' spent all but $7JOOO
of their next year's quarter of amillion
dollar budget, they may as well pass b~t the
rest-to us as tax rebates so we c!IDget m on
the spending. Better yet" perhaps our.new
"leaders" can learn some fiscal reo
sponsibility while gaining some maturity,
I strongly urge the senate to reconsider
the porkbarrel in particular, arid the budget
in general. . .
QUite Sincerely,
Mike Fisher
This letter is in responseto Karl Knapps
April 29 editorial on snideni-athletes.Js.the
term "student-athlete," as Mr. Knapp
suggests, actually a "nobleapellation" that
denotes the students' order of priorities an?
dedication to athletics? I agree that is what
the name should imply but it does riot
always do that. It is simply a title that says
an individual is both a student, and an
athlete. "
That elite group of basketball players
who enter the hardship draft .of the NBA
are not necessarily forsaking education for
athletics. Let's try to be realistic, Karl. You
don't have to be a Rhodes 'Scholar to
know the importance of doing some ground
work for your future (that is one of the
reasons we're in college, isn't it?). And I
would say that signing a multi-million
dollar contract is pretty fair groundwork.
Hell, you don't even have to be in college,
period, to know ,that. Times are indeed
tough, just like all those folks involved in
economics keep telling us.Who's to say that
Mark Aquirre or Isiah Thomas won't
complete their respective educations down
the road (by summer-school or corres-
pondence)? Not being acquainted with
either of the gentlemen; I really can't say.
Another point to consider is that of being
injured. Those players who have the option
of going to the NBA (let's call them
"athlete-students") before completing their
college careers could conceivably sustain
career-ending injuries every single time they
step on the court. What then? Why, they
would finish their education and go to work
for maybe one-tenth (or less) of an NBA
player's salary, of course. But it's, only
money, right? I think it could be related to
Opportunity Knocking, or something to
that effect. '
And why should we limit the.discussion
to athletes? What about Joe Vocational
Student who doesn't complete all his
courses because a welding job offer is too
good to pass up? The stakes may not be as
high and there may be no publicity, but t~e
principle involved, is the same, Is this
student forsaking education, or merely
advancing his career?
If the name "studentcathlete" is the only
thing bothering.you Karl, by all means use
it very discriminately. or better yet, do your
best to eliminate it altogether, rest assured
it won't bother many, if any, of the
present student-ath--oops--uh, jocks (or
whatever you do choose to call them).
Larry G. ivtcKinney
3347 Brampton
345-0021,
A DEFENSE
iwant to answer to my constituents why I
voted in favor of supporting the request
from the Alumni Association for a $1.50 .
fee increase.
I feel: 1) The legislature of Idaho will not
fund BSU at increasing levels. 2) The
students cannot provide higher and higher
levels of funds for higher education. 3)
.Alumni of BSU are (some of them) in a
financial position to help influence funding
for higher education here and throughout
the state. 4)' The Alumni Association at
BSU' cannot stimulate Alumni interest'
unless they have funds to contact those
former students. S) The four,' years of
students' $1.50 increase will be $12.00 each,
yet has the potential to return thousands
and thousands in Alumni support for the
school. 6) The .donation of $97,000
presentated to the Nursing dept. is an
example. The idea that sparked this
decision was suggested by a BSU Alumnus.
This increase of $\,50 is an investment
that can, if used effectively- make a good
return for the school and Ior students.
Sincerely,
Bev Nichol
. Senator, School
of Health Sciences •
this meeting show only one. itemunder t~e
President's Report, yet three presidential
requests are deaIt with under new-business,
One of these motions was to double the
President's Service Award. Unfortunately,
I work away from Boise in the summer and
was unable to attend the meeting; This raise
of Service Award was especially,question-
able in light of Ms. Thomas' cutting the
ASBSUsecretary position from. 12 months
to IOV2 months. Summeri~ a slow time in
the ASBSU.' ". , .. '
This was only the beginning of the year
full of questionable actions by Ms. Thomas
lam presently working. on a committee
investigating how to save the ASBSU from
paying up to $3000 in tines because. of an
incident in which;Ms.' Thomas was
'involved. , . ,
You say that the,paper has written hard,
'but true, articles aliout the Senate. Some
senators may have jumped through hoops
for Sally, but I take that humor as an attack
on my integrity.
, My only suggestion to you, t~e
University News ,staff, and other Ill-
dividuals concerned with the BSUCNS, is
to clean it up. First. amendment freedoms
only go so far.
Burt Worrell
ASBSU Senator
CLEAN INK
I am writing in response to the letter you
wrote, asa student who happens to be the
editor. I am writing as a student who
happens to be a senator. In the closing lines
of your letter there is a phrase about the
senate going over the line or the president
doing something questionable. Glaring
mistakes in- some so-called news articles
coupled with the aforementioned, phrase
prompt me to reply.
Marianne Flagg's budget article, column
two, page three, mentions a $10,000 legal
fund account for any legal defense of the
paper. This money is specifically for the
Shepard vs. Thomas et aI. case, in which
your paper is involved. 'Considering the
University News' present semester failures
to conform to their own statement of
policies, and my past years experience
working with President Thomas; I cannot,
on my good 'conscience as a student
representative, support the lawsuit with
student funds. And you say we will
squander the money on trivia. Later in Ms.
Flagg's article, (this. time page five), the
$3,500 to cover existing law fees failed. Bad
reporting Mariannel
I feel that. it is my dutyas a student
senator to speak to your reference to the
questionable practice that: I mentioned
earlier. It is my opinion that the actions of
Ms. Thomas' were questionable not only
during her time as editor, but extremely so
during her term as president. Referring to'
the lawsuit; blaclqnail and extortion being
successfully culminated are pretty heavy
allegations for a so-called news article.
I could express my opinions as to the
questionable practices of Ms. Thomas as
ASBSUPresident for hours. But these are
inerely ,opinions and I· would rather speak
only offacts.
Last summer Ms. thomas ccilled.'a
special. senatemeethig. My minutes from
CLARIFICATION
In the April 29, 1981 edition of The
University News on page 5 was a story
entitled "Police Story." That story related
an experience I had with a member of
Boise's finest. The story is true except for
one part. The fifth paragraph read "Kimes
said that his hand' brushed' the aim" ... The
fact of the matter is that my shoulder
brushed the arm of the officer involved. I
never raised my arm in any manner.
I appreciate the. coverage by your
newspaper and the effort of Meg Fereday. I
do' feel the above point is worthy of
clarification.
Sincerely
Steven R. Kimes
PORKBARREL
The recent action taken by our illustrious
new administration, frankly, has me
appalled. I address this primarily to
President Lund, secondly to the Senate,
and finally to students at large; ,
Our president passed a $1400 porkbarrel
to the senate, who in turn passed it on to us
fee-paying students. The $1400 would pay
the salaries of 3 alleged researchers of some
very dubious projects. I understand that
some of our senators are clamoring for a
piece of the action and have already cast
, their dibs. "
The president was given a substantial
raise (125 percent) .in order to devote more
time to the job;. Instead, he's passing out
our money at a whirn~ I propose that the
.president ,spend more of his time and less of
oormoney., . ....
, Thesenatc had beSt ~e.its actions
CREATION
"Still a man hears what he wants to hear
and disregards the rest" --Paul Simon
.A couple of weeks' ago the University
News had a very interesting series of articles
on creation and evolution. Though the
evolutionary viewpoint was well repre-
sented, it seemed the authors don't realize
why a creation viewpoint is acceptable. In
th article "No Relation?", George Jacox
left a rather open challenge, and
considering the nature of the challenge,
here is a· reply.
We have been asked in the article to
"prove" creation by using the scientific
method. It has beenstated that this cannot
'be done. since God and other spiritual
things cannot be subjected to experimenta-
tion. This is true. But evolutionary theory
as taught today to explain the origin and
development of life cannot be proven
"scientifically" either. In fact, it cannot
even be proven scientifically that I ate pie
on Sunday. It was an event in time that just
is not subject to experimentation. But there
is another way to "prove" something. If
you wanted to, you could probably piece
together, enough. evidence' (including
scientific) to find i'f I really did eat apple pie
on Sunday. Lawyers do this all the time in
court to "prove beyond a reasonable
doubt." This is in effect,. what both
creationists and evolutionists are trying to
do -c piece together evidence about the past.
The only problem is, it is like getting 100
pieces of a thousand. piece puzzle and trying
to come up witha Whole picture.
First, lets look at evolution and the
evidence that leads to this conclusion.
1) the theory of natural selection
(survival of the fittest) was' originally'
proposed by Charles Darwin and itself is a
legitimate principle.
2) Gene concentrations in populations do
change. Studies of genetics show that
mutations can and do occur. Though
almost all mutations are bad or perhaps
neutral for the organism, theoretically a
good mutation could occur that would help
the plant or animal to be better adapted for
its environment. (Genetic drift mentioned
in the article by Dr. Eric Yensen is still quite
controversial among evolutionists since it
does not tit in with the theory of natural
selection. It is used mainly to explain cases
where changes in organisms have ap-
parently, gone against normal natural
selection processes).
3)The fossil record does show that life
today is not just as it was in the past,
changes have occured.. '
Nobody having studied the facts will
really dispute these, claims. .Creaticnlsts see
natural selection and genetic possibilities
for change as part of a beautiful system set
up by God to keep life functi(lnlng
consistently and in good order. ,This also
allows for a certain amount of change. The
problem with evolutionary" thought, .is:
when'it is taught as anat~ern.pt t() expIam
the origin and development of life as. thel
whole picture; It is here that the evidence
~supportsanoth.er,pictUre. ", ,",,'
• Continued to page 14
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CWhen 'YOU eNu.d cSomething
c:EpE.cial' Come. Clo a a'p.e.cia[ dto'1.£
c:Etude.nt f]){j.count1>.
(dV~t on. c:J\~pai'~/
..j,
COLLIG. II'IUDIII'IS
celebrity China Company Is looking for
business minded students to fill postlons
available for summer. Good Pay
Incentives and scholarships. Interested
students are Invited to come to the.
5entateChambers In the Student Union
Building at 1:OOpmor 3:00 pm on May 6
or,1:00 pm on May 7 for full details.
Interviews will follow. Inform~tlon may
also be obtained by calling or writing:
Watson Enterprises Box 1703==:=:==:======= Kalispell, Montana
59901
Phone: 406-755-0335.
. ~-~-------~~----~~----~r----·-- '"", - ,I
I . CHOW NOW I
& I
MILK SHAKES" I.'. .'. I
20~ I
_I
~.",., OFF WITH I
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I block'taspbetty pineapple'ba.nana I
I chocolatevanlIIasttawbetty I
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Pull ring ,
and throw •••o parly
Big Mou_h.'rom '
Mickey's Malt Liquor
:~".oQ. HvUMAN DAl ... NG COWANV.INC •• LA aOiIf. WtSCONSIHAHD OTHER emtl
,.: -
WE KNOW YOU'RE out THERE
SOMEWHERE ...
WE ARE LOOKING FOR YOU
AND SHALL NOT REST UNTIL
YOU ARE FOUND.. '.
THESPB IS SEARCHING FOR
QUALIFIED APPLICANTS FOR THE
POSITIONS OF DIRECTOR OF THE
PROGRAMS BOARD AND CONCERTS:.
CHAIRPERSON.
QUALIFICATIONS REQUIRED FOR
01RECTOR: . . ,
. ABILITYTOSUPERVISEANDLEAD
LARGE BOARD.'
'RELATE'WELLWITH STUDENTS AND
, PROFESSIONALS.'
ABILITY TO RECRUIT STUDENT
VOLUNTEERS.
WILLING TO WORK LONG HOURS .
INCLUDING EVENINGS AND WEEKENDS.
ABILITY TO ADMINISTER.LARGE
AND COMPLEX BUDGET IN EXCESS
OF $57,000.' .
PROVEN WORK RECORD ., .
CONCERTS:
WORKING KNOWLEDGE OF ENTER-
TAINMENTINDUSTBY.
SOME PRIOR EXPERIENCE IN WORK-
ING WITH AGENTS AND ARTISTS.
SOME KNOWLEDGE OF SOUND AND
LIGHTS. '
ABILITYTO RECRUIT AND LEAD
VOLUNTEERCOMMITT~E MEMBERS."e .'~
-D·"
EDtJC.ATION
DON BAReLA Y ,
When I began writing editorials about a year and a:half ago lstarted to, think about what I
would writefor the last one, this one. I figured Iwould write .something on my general
impressions on education, and now, as! am less than two weeks away from graduating, I
find education a subject very much on my mind still. In my five' years at BSU the most
disappointing form of education I have been witness to is the type of education pursued by
persons who come to the university to have everything they have always believed in
reaffirmed in the classroom. Education, if it does anything, should broaden you. A student
should seek out classes and professors who teach ideas and ways of thinking the student
never dreamed were possible before taking that class. A good education should shake you
upvchallerigc your ideas, and open your mind. When you come out after some of that type
of education' your ideas don't have to be different than when you went in, but at leastyou'U
understand why you think the way you do. If I, the old veteran, could give one piece of
advice to anyone in pursuit of a University education, I would suggest they take as many
different courses as possible from as wide a variety of opinionated professors as possible.
You can't learn everything in the few years you spend in school, but at least you can learn
more than you know when you started your education--if you're willing to try.
"R\VE.R of Nc>
/'
SPIRO DOESN'TPA.¥
t\RTHUR HOPPE·
Glynda and I have been somewhat worried about our son, Mordred; I~tely: H~'s been
drifting. through college, majoring in carburetor exchanges and mmorms in 1?,ltenng.
I'd had a little talk with him when he came home for Easter vacation. Loo~ h~re,
Mordred," I said, "it's high time you pulled yourself together and found a purpose m life,
There's really notmuch future in loitering." '. .. .
Well, you know kids. Mordred just shov~dhls ~ands tn. hl~ ~oc.ket~ and mumbled
something about getting into automotive repair or maybe dealing.in Imltatlo.n !upperware.
Glynda was distraught. "Just think," she said, "~ur son-sa common criminal." .
So imagine my delight when I visited Mordre.d in his dorm the other day and found h~m
with a new glint in his eye, a new squaring of his shoulders and a.new photograph of SPiro
Agnew over his dresser. . .
"Mordred!" I cried, "does this mean you have at last chosen a lifetime career for
yourself?"
"That's right, Dad," he said proudly. "Bribery."
.At first, I'll admit, I wasn't too keen on the idea. "I'm glad you selected a former vice
president of the United States as a: role model, Mordred," I said, "but; remember, he did
get caught." .'
"I know, Dad. But there's a lot of money in bribery."
"I guess you didn't read that story the other day about a Maryland judge ordering Mr.
Agnew to pay back the $147,500 he took in kickbacks plus another $101,235 in interest."
"Exactly, Dad," said Mordred triumphantly. "They charged him just six percent
interest. So if he invested the bribes he took at only twelve percent, he'd still wind up
$101,235 ahead." '
"You've got a point there, Mordred," I conceded. "But have you considered some other
white-collar field, such as tax evasion?"
"It's overcrowded, Dad. Besides, the IRS nicks you twelve percent interest when they
catch you and you can't make much more than fourteen in money market funds these days.
There's not enough of a spread."
"What about embezzlement, son, or maybe price fixing in violation of the Sherman
Anti-Trust Act? There's big bucks in corporate crime these days."
"You know I got a D-minus in accounting, Dad. And I have my pride. I don't want to be
caught associating with lawyers." ,
"Well, if your heart's set on bribery asa career, Mordred, that's it," I said. "But it won't
be easy. First, you'll have to get elected to a position of public trust."
"If Spiro Agnew can do it, Dad, so can I," said Mordred with detennination. "Hc's set
an example for every kid in America and he deserves every nickel of that $101,235 he'll
pocket." - .
"Good luck, son," I said, clasping his hand. And then I added half-facetiously: "But if
you want to get into white collar crime, maybe you should start out by stealing a dozen or so
white collars." "
"Shoplifting, Dad?" Mordred cried in horror. "Good grief, they send you to jail for
that!"
(Copyright Chronicle Publishing Co. 1981)
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THE
DOLLAR STRETCHER CARD
SAVE MONEY -USEAS MANY TIMES AS YOU WANT"
, GOOD TIL 12~31~81
This card is provided by the generosity of these businesses.
Patronize them ~they care about you and your future.
Students ~Faculty ~and Staff
Fits in your purse or wallet
The Cycle Works
fiQ2 N,Or~h.rd JU .•'B4
10'/, Off On Parts,
Accoasorios &.Repaira
~Kcludes Sale Itema
GEM STATE SINGLES BEAUTY
EsthN - J75..7432
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Bill - 375-5306
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10% Off On
Color Analysis· Skin Core
Make Up-
Memberships 10% Discount
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WHISKEY RIVER HEAD SHOP
SALOON HAIR STYLING
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Colo Village Shopping Center FLOWERS & GIFTS
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20% Off Entire Menu 376.1650
EXPIRES NOVfMBHI 1. 1981 10% Off Entire Stock
..
STA~ PHOTO SERVICE
. SUNSHINE ENERGY
3535 Dewey 136th & St. tel
SAVERS
344-6667
204 S. Orchard"IAt Franklinl
10% Discount
344·3119
rxccucrs SAU'HEMS
5% Discount
EXCl.UDES·SAl£ ITEMS
If you don't have your card yet
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HOM,'Enterprises
105 E. 3rd No.2 Meridian
888~5346
Alltech Home Electronic"
71&N,OfcNrd
"",-
10'/t Off Ragular Price
. EJlcluding Service
Broa~way Loans
10'/, Off EJlcludinO Sale' Items.
Groat American
Sandwich FactorY
J504 W. State 51. 3C,J.ul3
li220 F.irvlew Ava: J1&-5JJJ
:- 25' Off on Half
50' all on Whole
Nailtiqu8 Solon
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DOLLAR STRETCHER CARD
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businesses .. S,upport them. they care about
you and your future.
Present with Sti/dent 1.0. ,
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TELEVISION
On Tuesday, May 12, on CBS,
"Body Human," a documentary
on modern medical break-
thoughs, will be aired. Stories of a
New Jersey teenager whose
kneecap has been replaced with a
titanium joint and a Los Angeles
policeman whose hand has been
replaced with a prosthetic ,hand
that is controlled by brain
impulses are included.
.. A Man for All Seasons," an
Oscar--winning· historical drama,
will air May 10 at 10 p.m. on
ABC. The plot revolves around
Sir Thomas More, the Lord
Chancellor of 16th--century Eng-
land.
William Shakespeare's comedy,
"All's Well That Ends Well" will
air Monday, May 18, at 8 p.m. on
KAID.
To register for the Shake- The final spring BStJ ensemble
spearean Festival (held in Ashland concert will be held Sunday, May
Ore.) Tour, contact the Boise 10. It will include original works
State Student Activities Office in, by students, country western rock
room 204 of the SUB. The tour tunes, sacred works, folk songs,
fee of $80 includes transportation spirituals, and blues. The concert,
in BSU vans, lodging, a backstage featuring the Boise State Key-
tour, and play tickets. A $40 board Percussion Ensemble and
deposit is required for registration theUniversitySingers-directed by
with the balance due May.15. Dr. John Baldwin and Dr. Gerald
Death, disability, divorce, and Schroeder, will begin at 8:15p.m:
other life situations will be the in the Boise State Music Audi-
topics included in a seminar tori urn. Tickets will be available
conducted Tuesday, May 19, by at the door for $3 for adults; $1
Dr. Clark Swain, BSU professor for students and senior citizens,
of marriage and family studies. and free to BSU students and
The seminar, which is free of personnel.
charge, will begin at 8 p.m. inthe Auditions for the Idaho Shake-
Boise City Library auditorium. speare Festival will be held at 7
Persons interested in attending the ,p.m. May 18 at the Belgravia
seminar may contact Swain by Building, 471 Main Street.
telephoning 377-2323, or by' Boise Little Theater produc-
writing to 8055 Crestwood Dr., tion, "The Time of Your Life,"
Boise, 83704. will be performed at 8:15 p.m,
"Godspell"will be performed May15-16 and 19-23 at the Boise
May 7~9 at 8:15 p.m, at Jewett Little Theater. Tickets are priced
Auditorium at the College of at $3.50. Information: 342-5104.
Idaho. Admission is free. The "Taking Charge of Your Life,"
play is produced by C of I a five week course, begins May 6
students. ' at 7 p.m. The fee is $30 and
On "Saturday Night Live,"
May 10 at 10:30. p.m:, Steve
Martin and Van Morrison host
this 1978 show, Morrison sings
"Wav,elength" 'and "Kingdom
Hall."
On May 17 at 8 p.m. on KAID,
"The Nile," the first of two
hour-long specials on the world's
longest river in The Cousteau
Odyssey series, will be aired.
Jacques- YvesCousteau captained
the ten-month expedition.
The ABC Sunday Night Movie
at Bp.m, on May 10 features "The
Main Event," a 1979 farce
starring Barbara Streisand, as a
bankrupt cosmetics executive, and
Ryan O'Neal as an out-of-shape
boxer.
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sponsoring the course is the Warm
Springs Counceling Service.
Applications are being accepted'
for the two Lung Distance Bike
Treks scheduled for June. All
bikers are invited to attend an
orientation meeting, Thursday,
May J,7 !M11,aUhe Idaho Lung
Association office, 2621 Camas
Street, Boise. Information,
applications and fund raising
materials will be available at the
meeting.
Gordon McR.ae will be the gu~st
artist at this year's BOise
Philharmonic Pops Concert, An
Evening with Rodgers and
Hammerstein, at 9 p.rn. May 22 at
the Fairgrounds. Table seating for
the concert will be$t5 and $25 per
person, Tables for 10 may be
purchased for $150, $250, $500 or
$1,000. Bleacher seats will be
available for $7.50. A 20 percent
discount is available for senior
citizens and full-time students.
Tickets may be purchased at 300
Main Street. The Club for Wo-
men.
ROOdTri
Tim Weisberg, May 14, at ,the
Euphoria. '
Humble Pie, May 17, at the
Euphoria . '
Nazareth, May 20, at the
Coliseum.
Mary Travers, June 4, at the
Euphoria.
J.J. Cale,June to, at the
Euphoria.
Rush, June 20,at tht;S::oliseum.
Arlo Guthrie and Shanandoah,
July 23, at the Paramount.
SA L T '. LA K· E
Ambrosia, May J5; at Weber
State'. "
, Judas Priest and Savoy Brown,
May 19, at the Salt Palace.
Styx,July2~ at the Salt Palace.
; REO Speedwagon, August 8, at
Ithe Salt Palace. . '
P O.R T LAN D
April ,Wine, May 8, at: the
paramount.
SEA TTL E
Gatlin Brothers, May 8, in the
Opera House.
April Wine, May 9,in the
Paramount.
Tim Weisberg, May 17, in the
Showbox,
Humbie Pie; May 18, in the
Showbox.
Nazareth, May 21•. in the
Arena.
Waylon Jenning, May 22, in the
Coliseum.
Savoy Brown and Judas Priest,
May 30, in the Arena ..
Van Halen, June 5, in the
Colisium.
Rush, June 18,19, in Colisium.
Pat Benetar, July 20, in the
Coliseum.
REO Speedwagon, August 11,
in the Coliseum.
S P 0 K A N :E
Van Halen, May 31, at, the
Coliseum. ,.'
JOIN THE TEAM
We need
Sports
Writers
The~' ._
University
News
~."E•~w
II
III,III•,---
Your First Lady
deserves Diamonds,
our First Fashion.
Fiery solitaires set in
14 karat gold. Elegantly
gift-wrapped at nocharge.'
From $175
,HILLCRESlPLAZA
5204
OvtRlAfIlD RD;
1p~~....
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... Boise Little Theater will present
The Time of Your Ufeon May -
15, 16& 19-23. The Timeof Your
Life was: written by William
Saroyan and will be i:Iirectcd by
John Eliot; Student Night is
Tuesday, May 19. Box office
opens May 11. Call 342-5104 for
reservations ...
... Rev. Jerry Falwell will be
speaking on the steps of the Idaho
Statehouse on Thursday the 21st
of May from 11:00 a.m. until
12:30 p.m....
.,. There will be an anti-moral
majority rally on the steps of the
Idaho Statehouse on Thursday the
21st of May from 11:00 a.m, until
12:30 p.m ....
.. ,In addition to its regular hours,
the Boise State Library will be
ope!1 for the following special
hours:
May 8, 5 p.rn. to 11 p.m,
May 10, 9 p.rn. to 11 p.m,
May 14, 7:30 a.rn. to 7 p.m,
May 15, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
..•Persons interested in partici-
pating in Boise State's Studies
Abroad Program next year should
contact Dr. Penny Schoonover, at
385-3508 or in Room 212·of the
. Liberal .Arts Building. The
Studies Abroad program offers
students unmatched opportunities
to travel,live, and study abroad at
affordable prices ...
.. .The last day of classroom
instruction for the Spring .' 81
semester wil\ be Friday; May 8.
Finals wil\ begin on Monday, May
10 and continue through Thurs-
day, May 14.:.
., .a Health' Awareness. Fair
organizational meeting will be
held on Tuesday , May 26, at 10:00
a.m, in the SUB Bannock Room.
The fair will be held the beginning
of Fall '81 semester and will
provide health education and
screenings. Anyone interested is
invited to attend. For more
information contact Bob Moore
at 344- 6707 or 336-6846 ...
...The winners have been an-
nounced in the 1981 BSU essay
contest: First prize' winners were
Thomas Rockne, Conda Douglas,
and Donald Barclay; ·second prize .
winners were George Jacox and
Leigh Anne Squires. Winners
receive $50 for first prize awards.
and $25 for second prize awards.'
The contest is funded by
contributions from a variety of
businesses, professional groups,
and individuals ...
.. .Artists and Craftspeople are
invited to participate in the
Saturday Market at 6th and Main.
The market wil\ be held from May
2nd through September on the
first Saturday of each month .
The market wil\ feature art and
crafts booths, food vendors, and
theatre arts displays. Call
345-1029 or 336-3133 for informa-
tion ...
... The Boise Chapter ·of the
National Organization for
Women is sponsoring a Mother's
Day ERA raUyand picnic for
family and friends Sunday, May
10,1981 at Boise Municipal Park
from noon to 5 p.m. All are
invited' to a Potluck Picnic
featuring speakers, games, and
fun. Park is located on Walnut
Street off Warm Springs Avenue.
Bring a potluck dish and table
service. Co-sponsors: American
Association of University
Women, Boise Branch Service
Eniployees Union--Local #687 ...
.. .The French. film Le Regne du
Jour wil\ be shown in the EMS
showroom at 3 p.rn. on Thursday,
May 8 and on Friday, May 9 ...
... The Treasure Valley Wind
Ensemble wil\ perform at 8:15
p.m, in the Music Auditorium on
Wednesday, May 6...
... The SPB will be showing the
films The Effect of Gamma Rays
on Man-In-The Moon Marigoids
ard Children of Paradise on
Thursday, May 7 and Friday,
May 8 at 7:00 p.rn., and on
Sunday, May 10 at 1:30 p.m. and
6 p.m. All showings will be in the
Ada Lounge of the Student Union
Building ...
... The University Singers and
Keyboard Percussion Ensemble
will play at 8: 15 p.m. in the Music
Auditorium on Sunday, May 10 ...
... The Boise Chords men will
perform Caberet '81, at 7 p.rn, in
the SUB Ballroom on Tuesday,
May 12...
... There will be a trip to the
Shakespeare Festival in Ashland
Oregon from Friday, June 12-
. Monday, June 15 (4 days and 3
nights). The cost of $80 includes
transportation, lodging, back-
stage tour, and tickets to Henry
IV. Part I, and Two Gentlemen
'OfVerona.· Registration is April 6
to May 15 at the Students
Activities Office on the 2nd floor
of the SUB. Trip is open to BSU
Students and spouses only. No
children. Price doesn't include
meals ...
... The Gamma Phi Beta sorority
received the Panhellenic Scholar-
ship Award for the highest
collective GP A ...
... The Festival of Ceramics wil\ be
held in the University Gallery in
the Liberal Arts Building from 10
a.rn. to 5 p.rn. on May 9, 10, and
11. ..
SHAKESPEAREAN
FESTIVAL ..
~land, .Oregon
4days.3~
(FliIay, ~ 12, ~ MlIIIIay, !me' 15)
$80.00 per ~ idJJ8s ~,~,
~ IDlI' 'cJ1d ti:Iurts 1D HelIY N, Part I, ani'
.Two Gii1tIemlll of Verona. Fi'st come , frstserved.
. Space is rmillld til 24. $40.00 NON-ref\IldaI*l
deIa1Sit retpiOO.
~., .",,' ~.=._~ \ I~~,;; ... ~
&-~ .
t;: ,..:;. '"
~
-;."::.
Open to
.to the Puboo
. No Chidren.
00000 •••••••••••••• 0.00 •••••• •o 0
o •
o •• •
o •o •
o •.• 0• •• •• •
• 0• •· '.o •e 0• •• •
o •o •e •o •
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CD Where are .you going f;om h~rel :
• hYoucould spend the rest of your life helping people •
.' ac reve ,ecunly. •
• I.k· You could ,pend Ihe re" "of~our life hclping people •
• I C you. . . •
• You could ,pend the re,1 of your lile in a re'wardin • .....
eO career .. one. of the most highly trained. re,pected ani • .
honor~d hfe msuriJ,ncep,ofes~.ionali-1n Ihecountry,
.. CD
• YOlJcould qualify a~ a Ma" MUlual agcnt. •
: Lony B. Hank•• CLU. GeneralAgein e.
1411 Shoreline 0"•••Su,l. 111'
;'~e 8oi ... Idaho. 83102 •
• • Tel. 12081 345:1411 ••• •. MASSACHUSETTS MUTUAL ~...
• LIFE INSURANCECOMP~NY ~... •..., ; .', ...............• ' ... ' .. , ;'.................................
. ,
tegister at Student Activities Office
2nd Floor I Student Union Buikling
385-1223
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GET TO THE
HEAD.OE'THE
CLAss ••••
L 0 CAL
the future of the' Snake River
birds of prey area' will be the
subject of a public forum
Thursday evening at Boise State
University, sponsored' by the
Friends of the Birds of Prey and
the Idaho Conservation League.
Morley Nelson, internationally-
-known authority on birds of
prey, will describe the qualities
that make the area valuable to
eagles, hawks, falcons and other
birds of prey. The program begins
at 7:30 p.m, in the Nez Perce
Room of the Student Union
Building.
The public is also invited -to a
tour of the birds of preyarea on
Saturday (May 9).
WRITE
FOR T·HE-N,EWS
Families and friends of p'atients
at State Hospital South in
Blackfoot are invited to join a
one-day bus tour to the hospital
May 9, 1981. '
Space is limited and reserva-
tions are necessary and must be
made by May 6, 1981. In Boise,
call 343-4866 during the day and
evenings 345-0663; in Nampa, call
466-5353 or 466-9343. ZA..LES
VALUABLESI
APPLY FOR
OPENINGS THIS
SUMMER ANDC A M P U S
The, Senate has established the
Lyle H. Smith Scholarship fund.
The initial allocation will be $500.
,It is available, to men 'or women
who have used their athletic
scholarship eligibility but require
additional time to complete
graduation requirements. Appli-
cants must have a GPA of not less
than 3.0.' It is not limited to
undergraduates.
NEXT YEAR.
The Boise Stale University
Communication Department pic-
nic will be held Friday, May 8 at
Municipal Park, in Boise. All
communication rnajors and stu-
dents, and their guests, are invited
to enjoy food, beer,' soft drinks,
and games from 12:30 to 6:00 on
May 8. Tickets may be purchased
from Carol, the Comm Depart-
ment secretary, in Administration
214.
Paid.
The University
NEWS=
2nd floor SUB 385-1464
Dr. Robert Juola, Boise State
University mathematics' pro-
fessor, was recently awarded a
research appointment by the
Northwest College and University
Association for Science
(NORCUS) to work this summer
on a project at the Hanford
Atomic Laboratory, Richland,
Wash.
The NORCUS Association
administers U.S. Department of
Energy funds each year for
government--supported con-
tractors in the Richland area who
are involved with nuclear power
projects. College and university
professors from Oregon, Wash-
ington, Idaho, Montana, and
Alaska are eligible to apply for the
NORCUS research appointments;
o
The Boise State University
School for Business has scheduled
four real estate seminars this May
in its continuing Program for Real.
Estate Education and Develop-
ment.
"Essentials of Real Estate,"
will run May 5-26 from 7-10 p.m, I
on Tuesdays and Thursdays, and
8 a.m.-6 p.m.: on Saturdays in
room 155 of, the ssu Science-
Education Building. Taught .by .I'
Boise ,.n:altorLoma 'Horton,the
4s-hour seminar will meet the
IdaM Real Estate Commission's
requirements for licensing. Regis
trauon fees will be $135,an
books for the seminar ,will cost
$25;, " ,," ,',
"
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I HERE IS A feelin~ ;at we allhave experienced at one timeor another: lying in bed late atnight, we hear a dieseldowns ifting. A train horn blares, an
ambulance races by with its siren wailing.
If only for a fleeting moment, we are aware
that there is someone still out there,
keeping the wheels of city life turning while
we sleep. We are reassured.
This kind of feeling touches us at the
edge of our reality. To the deep-purple of
this imagined nightscape, we lend liberal
doses of imagination and romance. The
night train to Portland becomes a travel
agent, appealing to our wanderlust to pack
our bags.
Thoreau once wrote that "midnight to, -
most of us is as unexplored as East
Africa.' 'But to' many people, the kind that
Mickey Spillane would call the "denizens
of the dark," nighttime is the most familiar
time of the day.
An estimated 20 percent of America's
work force now regularly works at night.
For many, working at night is the only way"
to advance in their companies. Taxi
drivers, airline pilots, police officers,
waitresses, and firemen all maintain the
services necessary to keep our cities
functioning at night. Many industries
operate 24 hours a day in order to 'reduce
expenses and meet production demands.
Boise's night-life, though quiet in
comparison to many larger cities, is still
quite active. Most people working in this
time period are involved with essential
services, however, some companies such as
Hewlitt-Packard 'have late' shifts that
employ people in both maintenance and
production.
There is an underlying characteristic to
be found in the night worker. He just
doesn't function right in the daytime. He
was the kind of kid that never seemed to get
tired at night, that always outlasted the
babysitter, and was always getting caught
reading, comic books under the blankets
with a flashlight.
He had held day jobs before. He
probably hated it.
One police dispatch worker, who said she
hadn't worked a day shift, in eight years,
said that she had once held a day job, but
she never felt awake before noon. "I could
do my job, but she never felt awake before
noon. "I could do my job alright, but
nobody coulstalktome," she said. A
co'worker attributed the success of her
long-running, marriage "to ',night employ-
ment. "My, husband-works in the days, I
work at, night.Whohas time toargue1"
At Saint Alphonsus Hospital, the
emergency room nurses are relaxing with a,
cup of -.coffee' '.during a luUbetween'
incoming patients -.A typical night for them
indudesv!ctims of automobile .accidents,
, fires, and fights;
"Seven-eights of the people coming in
hereon a weekend night are drunk," one
nurse says. "That's okay, as long as they
aren't the belligerent type."
The nurses typically work a rotating shift
of 2-3 nights per week. They receive a 10
percent differential in pay for night work,
15 percent for graveyard shift. The extra
pay is welcome, but is rarely cited as the
main reason for Working at night.
A security guard at St. AI's, describing
himself as one of the "mole people," says
that night is the most comfortable time to
be working. His. job duties include
monitoring the Interior and exterior of the
hospital on the closed circuit cameras
mounted inside and on top of the building.
Three guards work together on a shift,
and they maybe called upon to help
anywhere in the hospital, from assisting
law-enforcement officers in guarding
prisoner-patients to subduing violent
patients in St. Michael's Ward, the mental
health unit.
Across town, it is a quiet night in the
emergency room at .st. Luke's. In the
waiting roorn.rseveral people pass the time,
reading battered 'magazines or dozing off in
their, chairs. The Andromeda Strain is
showing on cable television, though
nobody is watching. These people are not
here to watch T. V.
An ambulance comes in quietly, its
attendants .bringing in a very small, crying
baby inside a portable incubator. The
emergency room staff goes to work. Break
time is over.
AT ,THE #15 fire station, BobChase is supervisor tonight.He and the six other firemenon the, 24-hour shift spend••• - their tim' doing maintenance
work on the equipment and station. They
have classes to attend, they play handball
on the court at the station, sometimes they
can rest or watch cable T.V. Most nights
are quiet, but an occasional weekend night
. can bring as many as five or six calls to the
station. Between these various activities'
Chase must keep up with' the inevitable
paperwork: the run reports, the personnel
records. '
Firemen' receive' training in basic life'
support; they are usually the first to arrive
ata fire and often must administer 'to' fire
victims, until ambulances-arrive. ,,> '
" Chase takes us out to> show us the
firetrucks. Afteryears,of,pea-greentrucks,
he says, "we're going back'tored and
white."
important part of his job.
"Perhaps 80 percent of the problems we
see at night are alcohol-related. People try
to treat despair with alcohol."
There is the drunk driver, a threat to
himself and to others, There are the Drawls
in bars, and the familyfights at home.
"Family fights are one of the most
dangerous calls we have to respond to.
Two units are always sent to a domestic
squabble; we never know what to expect."
Much of Mack's time isspent patrolling
, problem areas that have experienced -recent
thefts or vandalism. Shining his searchlight
on the dark storefront of a coin shop, he
, says, "Look at that.. This, whole area
should be lit." 'He wonders why store
owners won't protect themselves better.
'I" WNGS ARB HOPPING on this
typicaleafly Sunday morning
at the 7-11 on the corner of
•.• W arm Springs and Broadway
It's still Saturday night to most people here:
.teenagers are playing Space Invaders, an
old man fills his gas tank out front.
Glassy-eyed people wander in fora cup of
coffee or a burrito fresh" out of the
microwave oven. Out in the parking lot a
young man, still cultivating a respect for
alcohol, pukes in the shadows by' the
dumpster. His young girlfriend waits in the
car, looking embarrassed. Nobody looks
like they'll be going home soon.
OB 'MACK HAS been in law'
enforcement for 11 years. For
eight years he worked for the
California Highway Patrol.
He has been ,a Boise policeman for three
years.
, "My kids were growing up without a lot
of the things that were important," he says.
"That's why we moved here."
Mack chooses to work nights in order to
get the most desirable days off. He spends
this time with his family.' He feels that he is
contributing something to society by being
a police officer; that compassion is an
S
Diplomacy is an important part of Bo!'
Mack's job. "The typical traffic vioJatotIs
nota criminal and should not be treated as
one." He finds that a little basic respect
goes a long way in his job:: .
He watches as, a big muscle-car rounds
the corner. "I know that guy, " he says. "I
arrested him once." ' ..
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Hotline offers anonymous, non-judgemen-
tal listening, and will aid distressed callers
in sorthing through alternatives to their
problems.
A volunteer for Hotline described those
involved with the organization as "people
who like people." Counselors come from a
wide range of backgrounds. Some of them
are students, some are professionals in the
community. They receive training in
listening and interpersonal. communication
skills before they begin, working with
callers .
Hotline can offer an "ear" to callers,
which is sometimes all that is needed. It
can also offer referrals to competent
agencies in the community that deal with
specific problems. A typical caller may be a
young person who has a concern with the
typical problems of 'adolescence: drugs,
sex, peer pressures. An unemployed person
calls with money problems •. Occasionally
someone considering. suicide calls, des-
perate for just one voice to say, "Don't do
it."
"I feel this is an importantjob; I just
wish we could do more," the Hotline
spokesman says.
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OME BSU STUDENTSare sup-
porting their way through
school by working night jobs.
Some drive taxis, some' are
janitors in the office buildings.
. Over at KBSU, Arthur Balinger is doing
his 2·a.mA a.m. program. He'S playing a
lot of rock and ron and trying to contend
with a problem in one of the. turntable'S
channels, '
"I like the freedom ineho<lsing material
for this particular time slot, II he says" I'm
not required to follow the playlist as closely
as the daytime people," '. '
Balingersays that over the years 'at the.
station, he has found that «thereIsal~ays
.someone listening to KBSU;"He gets,
'.requests.fromall kinds of people; from
inSOmniacs to lXlopleworking at theirjobs.
"There's onetaxi driver who .calls me all
the nme-atwavs wants to hear the Grateful
Dead,"
Balinger, who does four shows a week,
has little problem fitting his late hours into
the rest of his schedule. "After this show, I
usually go home and read the paper and
casually nod off to sleep."
At 2:30, Walter Fields, production
manager for the station walks in. "I tend
to play late hours in the production room"
he says. "That's when nobody's around
and I can conduct my bizarre experiments
with the sound equipment,"
~. hi
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It's been a hard
day's' night,
And I've been work-
ing like a dog.
It's been a hard
day's night,
'1should be sleeping
.like ·a log.
.But when I get
home to you,
I find the things
that you do,
They make me feel
alright.
Lennon/M~Cartney
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Fields, a sophornore at BSU, isthe
person behind the myriad of strange voic~s
that listeners hear on- program 'and public.
service '.announcements.. He. also .hilS. a
show, theJnsomniac Special, from 2 a.m.c6
a~m.Sundays, .' .: '. ..-.: .•••.. "
Another night~working student is Helen' '.
.: Ho1t;_aregisterednurse. Shesaysthatshe
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LOAMFORGNENESS
If you have a'Guaranteed Student Loan or a National
Direct Student Loan (made after October 1,,1975) hanging
over your head, consider spending a couple of years in '
. the Army.
Ifyou train for certain specialties, the government will
release you from 1/3 of your indebtedness (or $1,500, which-
ever is greater) for each year of active duty.
Obviously, a three-year enlistment would eliminate
100% of your indebtedness. But you may prefer to take a
shorter route and sign up under the Army's two-year enlist-
ment option (and put 2/3 of your debt behind you).
Or you might want to join the Army Reserve. If you
qualify, as a Reservist you can stay home, get paid for your
active duty, and receive 15%loan forgiveness (or $500,
whichever is greater) for each year you serve. ,
. But we're not just offering you loan forgiveness. With
your education, you can probably qualify for a higher rank
and pay grade. You'll have your choice of many sophis-
ticated Army skills. .'
. And you maybe eligible for generousmonetary educa-
tional incentives. .
TWO-FOR-ONE SAVINGS PLAN
If your dream is to continue your education some day,
joining the Veterans' Educational Assistance Program can
bring that day closer.
In fact, in just two years you cart accumulate up to .
$9,200 for grad school. (Only the A11TIY can offer you a two-
year enlistment.) .
It's not a loan, sovou'll never have to worry about
making payments. It's simply a savings program between you
and the government.
Ifyou save between $25
and $100 of your monthly
.Army pay, the government will
match that amount two-
for-one. On top of that, you
.might qualify for an exclusive
Army educational incentive
of $2,000. (Longer enlistments
"Maximum individual contribution. can result in higher incentives.)
during a 2-year enlistment. And you can participate in
''''Certain 4-year enlistments can get you
as much as $14.100 for college. plus a $5.000 YEAP at the same time you're
cash enlistment bonus fora total of$19.100, receiving loan forgiveness.
So, in just two years, you can go back to school with 2/3 of
your debt behind you and up to $9,200 for your education ahead
of you. (Of course, a longer enlistment could result in more edu-
cational benefits and 100% loan forgiveness.)
To find out more about both ways to serve your country
as you serve yourself, call800-421~4422.In California,
800~252-0011. Alaska and Hawaii, 800-423~2244. Ask for
the name of the Army's college representative nearest you.
THE ARMY'S COI.L£G£ B!NEFn'S
PerMo. 2 Yrs.
You Save: $100 $2.400*
Gov't Adds
2-for-1: $200 $4.800
Total: $300 $7.200
Army Adds: $2.000
Total Benefits: $9.200'''' .
THE SWING PAGE
the guild, until he encounters an outlaw,
Vodalus, in a forbidden forest. This
'chance encounter leads Seve'rian to
question justice and the guild which
provides it. A few days after Sever ian is
promoted from apprentice to journeyman,
he helps a "client" to commit suicide and
escape torture, and he is expelled from the
torturer's guild as a result. Tho novel then
follows Severian's wanderings outside his
city.
On the world outside of the guilds, the
torturers are despised and feared. Even so,
Severian is tricked and deceived and the
climax of the novel occurs when Severian is
challenged to a duel by a man who desires
to possess Severian's awesome sword and
cloak. The duel is fought with a spiny,
poisonous flower, and though Severian is
cut by his opponent's flower he does not
die.
Wolfe tells this story in a language he
invents. Urth is a fascinating, mysterious
place, where wit and irony, abound. On this
Urth .at least a person knows who the
torturers are. The Shadow of the Torturer
uses all kinds of deft touches which make
this science fiction magic.
This novel is possibly the first of a series,
because there are a lot of threads that could
be easily picked up again, yet itis complete
in itself. For some entertaining reading,
The Shadow of the Torturer is just fine.
·JAZZ--PIANIST.CAPTURES CROWD
. unafraid. Brubeck's music is similarly success offusion-inspired music. , incoherence of all four instruments, with
BARBARA JONES, 'deceptive: initiallY, we ,are seduced by an The Quartet" who originally began with the piano eventually overcoming them all.
enchanting piano solo, led along by the band' members Joe Morello, Gene Wright, The Quartet's second set' featured both
pleasant dialogue of the instruments, then' and Paul Desmond, prided themselves on the old and the new. It started off with an
carried away by a crescendo of block- excursions into odd time signatures which incredible song entitled "A Piece of-
chorded confusion. In either case, we are intensify, the juxtaposition of syncopated Jerusalem," and though it was intended
left breathless. rhythms with loose improvisations. "Take that it be played bya full orchestra and
popular with the public but denigrated Five," the first jazz instrumental to sell a chorus, Brubeck's piano and Bergonzi's sax
by the critics, Brubeck was the subject of million copies, is an experiment with a compensated, making it quite impressive.
heated controversy when he began his cross-rhythm against the steady beat of Upbeat and unpredictable, this number
career in the late 40's. 'Criticism focused on piano chords. finally got the audience to loosen up and
his unorthodox fusion of the classical and keep time with their Topsiders. And
the contemporary; he was influenced by the Brubeck began his first set with four though I don't like to admit it, I couldn't
European masters: Beethovan s . Bach, and selections from his new album, "Tritonis." wait for them to do "Take Five" and
Chopin, and the modern musicians of his The first number previewed the rest of the "Take the A Train." Brubeck; it seems, no
time: Stan Kenton, Claude Thornhill, and show; we heard 'solos from Randy Jones matter how many times he plays that song,
Darius Milhaud. Brubeck's style is actually" on drums, Chris Brubeck on bass guitar, whether it's New York or Newport, never
closer to classical than "real" jazz, and he JerryBergonzi on tenorsax, and of course, plays it the same--there's always a surprise.
has been criticized for "his lack of swing. Dave Brubeck on piano. The Quartet's' Monday night's' performance ,was a
Today, however, arguments over his music second song, "The Desert and the thoroughly enjoyable one. The concert was
have abated; the sheer fact that his music Parchland," 'was a relaxing piano solo produced by the Musicians' Pro Shop and
has lasted for over 30 years )ustifies the which later escalated into the frenzied BSU Programs Board.
I never realized that there were so many
old Preppies in Boise-but there they
were-out in full force Monl,lay night to see
the Dave Brubeck Quartet at the SUB
Ballroom. Instead of crew cuts and V-neck
sweaters from their past college days, the
audience 'primarily composed of 30 to
4O-year-oll;1s, donned their LaCoste shirts
and Talbot skirts and listened to Brubeck
with awe and admiration comparable to
14-year-olds at a KISS concert. ,
Listening to, Brubeck's music was
something akin to a raft trip down the
Salmon' River. You begin with a soft,
peaceful float' down shimmering waters;'
unaware of the dangers that lay ahead.
Suddenly,. you're awakened from your
reverie to discover yourself at the top of a
waterfall, helpless, but for some reason,
This week the film coming under fire
from the Talkies crew is Breaker Morant,
an Austrailian made film about Austrailian
soldiers in the BoerWar. Breaker Morant is
currently playing at the Fairview cinema.
responsibility and compromise; to oneself,
one's country, or one's commander; it also
presents situations like MyLai in a different
light. Although questions and problems are
never explicitly resolved in the film, enough
ambiguity as to the limits of warfare
remains to allow the individuaL·to, decide
for her/himself. .The acting is superb and
intensifies the level of character develop-
ment that the majority of American movies
miss. Don't be surprized that if, by the end
of the movie, you find yourself hating the
British, and then wondering what they're
doing in Northern Ireland.
The Shadow of the Torturer. Gene Wolfe,
New York: Pocket Books, 1980. Available
at the BSU Bookstore. Fiction. $2.50.
The Shadow,of the Torturer is a science
fantasy that presents life on Urth in the
distant future as rather primitive. Urth is
ruled by an autarch who is of the exultant
class, a superior people 'in size and
intelligence. The next lower class is that of
the guilds, which are various types of trade
organizations. The Order of the Seekers of
Truth and Penitence, the torturer's guild is
the home of the hero,Severian.
In the beginning of the novel Severian is
an apprentice who has no identity outside
DONALD BARCLAY (***)
Breaker Morant is based on an actual
historic incident involving three Austrailian
soldiers charged with war crimes' in the
Boer War-- the British Empire's turn-of-the
century Vietnam. An extremely well made
film, Breaker features solid acting, a good
screen' play, and superb' attention to
historic detail; and gives us' all this on a
budget of only $600,000 dollars--almost a It is a foregone conclusion that our
miracle in this age of multi-million dollar heroes in Breaker Morant -- three
movies. 'The only thing that prevents Austrailiari army officers combating
Breaker from being a four star masterpiece guerilla, warfare in the Boer War -- are
is that it is hampered by its worn out thesis: doomed to conviction for various war,
war and politics are shit, and 'the little guy crimes innocent though they may seem. But
always gets the shaft. For those of us who this is just one of many ironies that surfaces
have seen innummerable films like Anders- in the film, some of them familiar, some of
. sonville, or who ate our mashed potatoes them brilliantly conceived. In any' case, our
while watching Lt. Calley on the channel sympathies aremost definitely with Harry
seven news, the drama of that message .has Morant and his fellow officers as we view'
grown a 'little stale. Even with its fault,.' their trial at the' hands of an unmerciful
Breaker is miles ahead of 'most of the British military jury, a trial, where it is
celluloid that makes it to our theatres and is sometimes difficult to distinguish. illusion
well worth seeing. ' from reality. But regardless of this
intentional ambiguity, Breaker Morant is
nevertheless a crisp, biting, well-focused
film ,boasting a brilliant cast. Edward
Woodward plays Harry Morant with all the
panache we could possibly ask for, while
Jack Thompson its the unorganized yet
driven Austrailian defense attorney is
superb. But like many of the truly fine films
that come to Boise, it may hot be here long.
See it while you can. The newLP from Chrissie Hynde and
the Pretenders offers more of the same
excellent New Wave that has become
characteristic of the band: The debut
release entitled The Pretenders went to the
top of the charts in England before the LP',
went on sale. Musically, as well as lyrically;
their debut was a, classic. ThePretenders
was released 18 months ago and the new'
release, Extended Play, will be released this
summer.","
"Cuban Slide," an excellent cut,
represents the flavor of the EP. Hynde
does great guitar work with overtones of Bo,
Didley adopted' Pretenders' style,
re~:~6~~:i:o~~:rig ';~{e~o~~~d~bU~ CORRECTION
LP., This,-remake is suitable for airPlay. In last week's International Student Fest
'The previous one was not, duetothenatui'e 'story, under the heading of TAIWAN, the
of some'qf the lyrics; ,',The~tatenientis information ~rtains to the Chinese. The
basically thlilctiiissieHynde:'cqntrary to ,dance originated in China and the dancers
popular belief, is:'1\implYnot''preciojls.''·: ~~werefrom-Hong Kong.' We apologize for
Refl~ing the cyclical repetition' of life,- the error. ,'. ' , "
KARL KNAPP (***)
ANTHONY 'BURT (** liz)
Many recent Australian movies exported
to the USA remind me of the stereotype
Mormon. These cinematic missionaries
from Down Under have been often highly
ballyhoo'd by American film critics. (I
suspect these' critics' praise, in par!,
indicates their astonishment' that Australia
has morethan joeys, Quantas,platypi, and
Waltzing Matildas to offer.) But these
films, like My Brilliant Career, Picnic at
Hanging Rock, Picture-ShoW Man, and Breaker Morant, winner of 10 Australian
The Last. Wave, all suffer from the B+ Film Institute Festival awards, outshines all
syndrome: they're clean, 'competent, and previous movies I've seen this year. The
professional, but they ,lack . t~e ~park of creating" building 'and depth of the
genius, the' touch of, ongmallty" t~at characters of Australian court defendents
characterizes Grade' A, Great, MOVIes. and their lawyer becomes so intense we can
Breaker Morant is typical of theseB;t- "feel" their personalities. The British court
films. Everything about it is correct-and martial scenes dramatize such universal
mechallical.Ithink of it as cleanccut, blond '''side shows of war" as trying military
and blue-eyed, biking through my' conduct 1I11dercivilian law, tryingnorrnal
neigh1;lorhood in a white shirt and poly~er men,under abnormal circumstances, and
slacks, smiling-just}ike the one before It. the disturbing realization that trothisl)ot
_ always an adequate defense in all court
, BARBARA JONES' (lc***J room situations. These colonial A\lstralians
",' ,,' ,,', " . ,',merely, become disposable pawns fora
Breake~'Morant js.atrult~tu.!bi~~film ':po~~~tialco~,freduction to the. declini~g
wmchdi:aIs-with"the ,nat~ of ,mdlVldual'Bntlsh ~P!fe,Breaker Morant ISa .clasSI
C
cominiiment;and'~fs,pJa.t:eJn\Vlii'.1'his, "lo'!',e seen with the eyes and felt WIth the
,movie f~!ce~one'iOex8~il;l~lpel'llI"adoxoJ'~~art;; ,,-. , " "
and love in particular. "Message of Love"
illustrates the need for commullication
between lovers. "The reason you're here is
for every man and woman to stand by each
other ... Love ya, love ya, love ya ... Talk to
rnedarling."
In "Talk of the Town," Chrissie Hynde
demonstrates the distinct beauty of her
voice. Due to the language" this one is not
suitable for airplay and may be offensive,
but what' could you expect from the
Pretenders? '
"Porcelain" isa hard rocker giving the'
listener ,the opportunity to experience
Hynde's distinct guitar style; Not only does
she play guitar and sing, Hyde wrote all of
the songs. TOM IRONS
DAVID MUSKO (****)
, ,
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threatened by these new "creationists "as
the authoritarian stucture of the dark ages
church was by· the budding science of its
d~? PAUL BROWN
Well we're finally doing itl For a long
time students have complained about the
high prices of used books at.the University
Bookstore; they have discussed .the
posibility of an organized book exchange,
butso far nothing has·surfaced; But now,
in the spirit of Tony Lund's campaign
platform, ASB is'helping the students step
forward and work towards what they want.
This is how it works. People who want
to buy used books should call 385-3753
with the name and edition number, if '
needed, of the book they want to buy.
Their name will then be taken and the price
of the book will be quoted. When someone
wants to sell a book they will. give us the
information about the book they want to
sell. If a buyer for that book is available
. the seller should come to the ASB office on
·the second floor of the SUB. Then we will
quote the selling prices and provide
information. If for some reason a buyer
does not buy the seller's book a full refund
, of the fee will take. place. Well, that's it
fellow students. plain and simple.
The profit from the· exchange,
if any, will go back into the. University
funds. .Tammy Medley
Book Exchange Director
• Continued from page 4
Scientists have estimated that it would
take extremely long periods of time to
permit evolution by Natural selection.
Current theory puts the age of the earth at
four and one half billion' years. This is the
time needed by both evolutloii arid geology
to explain the changes that. have taken
place. This is assuming that rates of change
have always been more or less the same.
Radioactive evidence from both the moon
and earth suggests thiS age also, again,
assuming at least two things.
I)The original material had only the one
kind of atom (no product)
'2)The radioactive decay did not begin
until the formation of the moon and earth'.
Considering the fact that nothing is
known to effect the rate of radioactive
decay except nuclear reactions, it would be '
a little difficult to,say that this would
accurately measure the age of the earth,
since the atoms may have formed aran
entirely different time. '
It is interesting 'to note that all other
major attempts to measure the age of the
earth have resulted in an 'age far less than is
currently accepted. Also, other evidence
from the moon explorations (thickness of
.surface dust, apparent internal structure
etc.) suggest the moons age to be far
younger than radioactive dating of rocks.
Then rather, consider that time, relative to
us, mayn..ot even be a constant.
Unfortunately, that cannot be covered
here.OK, lets look at the fossil record. Sure
it indicates change, but what does it
indicate about the changes? Instead of the'
nice neat pictures of linear developmeht
shown in your average time-life book ,. we
have tremendous gaps between groups,
other groups.» like insects - popping up
out of nowhere, massive "dyings" and
total restructuring' of 'living ecosystems in
short periods of time. Is this the same thing
as the slow continuous changes required by
evolution? '
How, about genetic changes? Genetic
influence on evolution is based strictly on
chance. Bntirely on chance. If a good
mutation by chance did occur; it would be
incorporated into the population by natural
selection. But what are the chances of
chance "creating" the elaborate system of
life we have today? What are the chances of
chance even 'creating the most basic unit of
life, a single cell? The fact is, all attempts to
create life from 'non-living material have
failed. If-this kind of experimentation were
done on any other subject other than the
origin of life, with the same results, the'
theory would have been tossed out long agoas a joke. Even if man could create a cell, it
would only show the creative effort needed
. to do it.
Another point along this line. It takes
energy to make order out of chaos. In order
to create and develop life, it would take
energy. Evolutionists argue that the sun 'is
the energy force that drives evolution. But
mindless energy doesn't create order. Any
Known instance of using energy to make
order out of chaos requires that the energy
be Ruided by creative purpose! An example
would beman building and using machlnes
-using energy to do work.
For the creationist, this evidence along
with much, much more, not only suggests
the bible to be true when it says "through
him all things were made; without him
nothing was made that has been made."
Most theories advanced by creationists
involve some form of-two things. 1)A God .
actively at work in his creation 2) disasters
or .catastrophes happening (such as the
flood) to explain the rapid' aging of the
earth. There is considerable evidence to
support this kind of theory. Fossil records
alone have ~uggested this to scientists for
years but this is not the only evidence.
Magnetic pole reversals in the' earth's
magnetic field,· vast petroleum deposits in
the north, mammoths "quick frozen" in
arctic ice (tropical vegetation still un-
digested in their stomachs), as well as many
other indicators suggest at least a certain'
amound of sudden change explainable only
by catastrophism. Many in the scientific
community realize this, .of course, and this
is why several theories have been advanced
of late to explain these facts in this way.
Regarding the educational environment,
I have a few questions. -What harm can
there possibly be in admitting that
evolutionary theory does not satisfactorily
explain the whole picture? Why not let
alternative views with scientific backing be
expressed? Wouldn't it only help .us to
come up with better explanations of our
past? Or' is the scientific dogma of today as
Music. And lots of it. That's what Budget Tapes and
Records is aU about.
Discover our everyday lowprices and friendly service. ,
If we don't have just the Mu~ic you want, we'll gladly
order it for you.
TheJ~~usi~ :p~~ceyou:.want isj~st around the corner.
\
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MEN'S TENNIS
DON RETHWISCH
The Boise State men's tennis team is in
Reno, Nevada preparing for the Big Sky
,Championships, Thursday, thru Saturday.
There will ,be Ii total of 45 points
. available in the round robin style
tournament. "I feel if we can grab 30
points we should be able to win it,"
commented head coach Bus Connor.
Compiling a respectable 21-10 record
against some of the West's best schools,
some individual marks stood out. Number
three singles player Kris.Nord kept a 25-6
'record, while also receiving BSU's Most
Valuable Player award.
Nord was followed by Steve Appleton
who compiled a 21-10 mark, and Eddie
Perkins, who was 20-11 on the season.
"We will be hoping to get a good draw so
we won't have to face, two tough teams
back to back," stated Connor. "I expect
NorthernArizona, Weber State, andReno
to be very strong."
Individual winners will advance to the
NCAA Championships in order tocoinpete ,
for Division I's best.
READY ToWIN
DANA MARCELLUS
Looking for an upset of defending ,
champion Seattle-Pacific, the BSU women
approach the NCWSA Division II and III
Regional Track and Field Championships
May 7-9 at Western Washington University
with confidence.
Fielding a team of 15 athletes qualified in
17 events, the Broncos send several
top-ranked athletes to the meet. Darla
Hasselquist (400 meters), Jody Aronson
(800 meters) and Kim Carroll (high jump)
sport the best chances for success in the
meet as they go Into regionals ranked
'number one in their respective events.
Having posted the best time in Region IX
this year, the 4 x 110 relay also enters
competition in the number one spot, and
the mile relay carries a number two
ranking.
Other athletes expected to rack up
Bronco points are Karen Osburn, ranked
fourth in the 100 and 200 meters, Kathy
Kenworthy, ranked second and third in the
1500 and 3000 meters, respectively, and
Mary Crevelt ranked fourth in the 100
meter hurdles.
Diane Dodds should finish well with her
fourth place ranking in the 400 meter
hurdles and Diana McAnulty can be
expected to carry her weight as she boasts a
third place ranking in the shotput.
Joe Neff, women's track coach, feels
1981 may be his team's year to strut their
stuff.
"Boise State has a strong opportunity to
win the regional title. BSU, and also Idaho
and Seattle-Pacific, bring the most depth to
the meet, and on paper we look to be the
favored team," Neff said.
The Broncos placed third behind
runner-up Idaho and champion Seattle
Pacific in 1980 regional competition; A
stronger Bronco finish is expected this year
because BSU has concentrated upon meets
featuring Division I, competition and
stacked up well against all the tougher
division schools.
, In Division IIBoise State has confronted
only the University of Idaho in head-to-
head competition, soundly defeating the
Vandals in the All-Idaho meet.
The BSU men's track team will be out of
action until- the Big Sky Conference
Championships May 18-19 at University of
Idaho's Kibbiedome, but two Broncos are
too restless to forego heated competition
for grueling daily workouts. ,
Sprinter Kenrick Camerud and hurdler
Sean Cafferty ran in the Treasure Valley
Invitational in Ontario, Oregon, last
Thursday, bettering personal records in
their respective events that moved them up
in the Big Sky rankings.
Camerud clocked in at 10.7 in the 100
meters and ticked off a 21.5 in the 200
meters to beat out his competition in both
events. The sprinter's 200 meter time
pushed him up to third on the 1981 Big Sky
list of outdoor bests while his 100 meter
mark tied him for seventh in the
conference.
'Cafferty burned a 14.3 mark in his
specialty, the 110 meter hurdles, lifting him
to a tie for third in the Big Sky with Weber
State's Shaw Dorr and Northern Arizona's
Micah Williams. '.
BIG SKY GOLF
The Bronco golf team will travel to
Ogden, UT to compete in the Big Sky
Conference Championships oil Friday,
May 8 and Saturday, May 9. The 54-hole
tournament will be played on the' 6,900
yard, par 12 Hill Air Force Base course.
Nevada, Reno and Weber State are the
_favorites going into the tournament. The
Wildcats have won the title the last 9 years
and may have the edge going into the
two-day affair.
One of the goals thatBSU Head Golf
Coach Lyman Gallup set for the 1981 team
was to finish in, the middle of the pack at
the BSC Championships. The Broncos have
improved their team and individual scores
in 1981 and hope to play well enough to,
finish in the top four.
Rod Skyles, the Bronco's MVP in 1981
will lead the way. Skyles is averaging 75 a
round, but has been up and down,
throughout the year. In addition, teammate
Jay Yasumiishi is averaging 78 a round,
while three other players are averaging 79
strokes a round. Jess Haldeman,' Ron
Rawls and Rob Ellis are all at 79.
Skyles, Yasumiishi, Rawls, Ellis, Steve
Delavan and Brian Williams will represent
the Broncos at the championships.
Haldeman, who was not chosen to
compl;te,won last Saturday's BSU Spring
Fling tourney with a 74 round, beating two
of his teammates in the process.
Brad Eells
Kenrick Camerud blasts a third quarter fieidgoal,one of two times he had to put the
Varsity ahead in the annual alumni football game last Saturday.
BASEBALL FINAL
first game was won on Shaffer's control
pitching and some snappy fielding: Shaffer
Heading into, its last competition of the allowed only two walks and four hits, while
season, theBSU baseball club team won three base runners in the early innings were
three blowouts and lost three close ones last picked off at first base. Jeff Acree went
week. The nine dropped a doubleheader to 2-4, scored 2 runs and batted two in, while
Treasure Valley CC April 27, came home Erickson and Peterson each went 2-3,
and swept up Idaho State,then split with scored two and batted one in.
Montana last weekend. Randy Dodd's elusive pitching resulted
The TVCC team was the only in twelve strikeouts and only three Bengal
school-supported team BSU has faced all walks in the nightcap,while his teammates
year, and they won both games by two combined 'for, 15 hits. As usual several
runs. In the first 5-3 contest, ' Wymon Broncos shared batting honors, with
Smith's 6-hitpitching didn't save the game Haggerty, Peterson and Klistoff going 2-3.
forthe hard-hitting Broncos, as even with Haggerty had two RBIs on extra-base hits.
10 hits BSU left several runners on base. Errors against Montana lost the Sunday
, Nick~Klistoff was the- heavy hitter for opener for the Broncos, 15-13 in 8 innings.
BSU" pounding two doubles and scoring a Mark Boschulte was shellacked for 1'1runs,
run. Whitey Erickson; who doubled his not all of them earned, in the first 4 1/3
, batting average over the week, went 2-3 and innings. Bo was relieved by Shaffer with an
drove in a run, as did Kerry Green. Smith 11-8 disadvantage. ,
aided his own cause by hitting a The reliefer allowed only one run in the
bases-cleared homer. ' " ,remainder of regular innings, and watched
In the second game in Ontario, BSU BSU pullto a 12-12 tie on a 3-run Peterson
mustered 7 runs in the top of the last inning homer and another timely RBI. However,
but still fell short H-9, with the tying runs the Grizzlies out ran BSU 3-1 in the 8th,
on base. Neil Peterson and Mark Shaffer and Shaffer picked up the loss. Acree and
were blasted for 6 and 5 runs each. Erickson each got three hits and tworuns,
Peterson scored two runs, while Haggerty While Klistoff stole two bases in the near
keyed the last-inning drive with a 3-RBI miss, ' ' ,
double. BSU scored four of their runs after In, the nightcap, Peterson didniteven
the next-to-last out. leave it up to thefielders as he struck out
In their first of only, two home 11, walked ,3 and allowed 2 hits ina
doubleheaders all season, the BroncOs . 5-inning 11-1 game. Montana hit only five
battered Idaho State, 14-1 and 9-3; The -Continued to page 17
For once, the Alums gave the Varsity a
rugged contest, but the Broncos pulled outan eleventh--hour win reminiscent of last
fall's come-from-behind efforts. On the
strength of a Kenrick Camerud field goal
with 2:21 remaining and some ferocious
defense' the Varsity beat a star-studded
Alumni squad, 16-14.
Camerud scored, 10 of the Varsity's
points, with three field goals and a
conversion of a second quarter touchdown.
But QBJoe, Aliotti almost stole the show
for the Alums with two touchdown strikes
and his usual slashing pass attack.
The Varsity hit the scoreboard first, on a
touchdown pass from JC transfer
.quarterback Rick Rebozzi to Kipp Bedard
in the second quarter. However, Aliotti
tossed to the Alums to even the score 7-7
with an aerial to Scott Newmann.
Though there were bright spots,
including "Rod Webster's n-yard per-
formance on' six runs and sophomore QB
Tim Klena's completion of 10 of-17 passes,
the varsity could muster no more than
enough yards to give Camerud chances for
two field goals late in the third and midway
through the fourth, for a shaky 13-7 lead.
BUD HUMPHREY
ALUMNI GAME
TENNIS WRAPUP
DON RETHWISCH
Preparin~ , for' the Northwest Regional
Tournament in Tacoma, Washington, the
, Boise State University Tennis squad split a
_pair .of dual matches with Gonzaga and
Whitworth Colleges.
Patrice Reimer played a total 108 singles
and ,doubles games during the weekend
including a 10-8 loss in her final set of the
Gonzaga match, but the Broncos were able
to score a 5-4 victory. Later that day, BSU
los' to'atough Whitworth team 7-2.
Boise State also lost tlleservices of their
number six-singles player Lisa Davis, who is
out with afoot injury. Filling in for Davis
was freshman Diane Quong who won both
of her singles matches; and along with
senior Sue Servick won both doubles
matches in the number three spot.
Friday and Saturday the women .will
participate in the Northwest Regional
Tournament. Eight Division II schools will
be present including" two-time defending
champs, the University of Idaho. ,
"We don't expect to wln, due to the
strength ofldaho, but we will be, working
very hard in order to placein the top four,
commented head coach Jean Boyles.
The women end the regular season with a
very much improved 9-10 overall record,
with lots of youth and experience ready for,
the 1982 season.
The Bronco defense held again until
Aliotti led another charge and hit Terry
Hutt for an 8-yard TD. Camerud's last
field goal gave the varsity its 16-14 lead, but
a late charge by the Alumni nearly'resulted
in a field goal. The try was blocked by Rick
Woods and Devrette Johnson.
While Aliotti,racked up 161 yards
passing and Kevin McDonald wasn't far
behind with 81 yards on seven completions,
the Strike Force pushed the Alumni to a net
minus 1\ yards rushing. Orily Terry Zahner
managed double figures in rushing, with 19
yards in nine carries; the former horseman
caught five passes for 38 yards. Meanwhile,
Newmann raced 75 yards on three catches,
and Hutt snared four passes for 41 yards.
Besides the Ifine: statistical performance
by Webster and Klena the varsity featured
John Broadous .rushing for 22 yards, and
Reboizi passed for 54 yards and the early
TD.
The Varsity-Alumni game concluded
spring practices for the Broncos, and they
will open the fall season with a four-game:
home stand, beginning with Northwestern
State o( Louisiana Sept. 5.
S, PO' R T'S ,. -
Need some extra money for college? You can earn up to$~,OOOwhile
you're in school, serving part-time with the ~yRese!"e. Unlike many
part-time jobs, ours fits into your schedule: AIll~ t~kes 1~a weekend amonth
.during the school year, the rest of your training ISIn the summer-seven.
weeks one summer, at least eight weeks the next, plus two weeks annual
training. Interested? Stop by today.
. .
MEETTODAY'SARMYRESERVE •
SPORTS SHORTS
for second place, while James
Blair finished third with an 84
gross fora net 68.
annual BSU· Spring Fling Golf
Tournament Saturday.
In the tournament, sponsored
by Coors Distributing Co. with
BSU, Haldeman, a sophomore,
fired a two over par 74 in the brisk
winds to finish ahead of BSU
golfersScott McGeahin and Rusty
.Martensen who had 77' and 78
respectively. •
H~ldeman, after. he was not
selected for the Big Sky by golf
coach Lyman .Gallup,felthehaa
something to prove. ".
~'Winningthis tournament was
great,:.especiallyafter . what
Lyman'did," he said. Earlier this
.year, Haldeman carded a 68 in
Portland for the lowest round by
a Bronco golfer this spring.
In the Spring Fling net division,
TimWhitecarded a gross 81 for a
net 64 to finish first. Dan
Hodgenshad a gross 96 for net 66
Recreational swimming hours
for BSUfaculty, staff, alumni
and adult guests this summer are
as-.".follows: . Monday through
Friday,. evenings starting 5:00
p.m, and ending 7:00, 8:00or 9:00
(varying each week),. beginning
June 8; Monday through Friday,
11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m, beginning
July. 13; Saturday and, Sunday,
1:00p.m, to 5:00 p.m., 'beginning
June l~,,:Sununer hours end
August: l~.BSU. Students,
f~cuity, staff, alumni and fainilies
(including children) may use the
pool Viednesday evenings and
weekends;
During the Grambling game last
December the east seating area of.
Bronco Stadium suffered some
surface damage caused by the
materials used to melt ice. While
there is no structural damage to
the stadium, there are' some areas
where seating and walkwayshave-
crumbled. A. request to repair
those sectionsWillbe submitted to
the State Board of Education this
week.The estimated repair cost is
$65;000. .. .
In order to inform the public
about the .situation, we are
inviting the media to meet with
university officials at 10 a.rn.
Wednesday, May 6 in the Varsity
Center. We hope you c~n attend.
-Boise State University golfer
Jess. Haldeman, who was not
selected to. play in the Big Sky
Golf Tournament in Ogden this
week,emerged as the victor of the
McKINNEY JOINSBRAZILIAN CLUB
Larry McKinney, Boise State
University's second team All-Big
SkyConference center, has signed,
a contract to play for the Sirio
Sports Club of Sao Paulo, Brazil.
McKinney made the announce-
ment today in Boise. McKinney
will leave Boise following his
graduation in May.
Sirio won the World Cup in
1979 and will host the tournament
on June 27 through July 5.
According to McKinney, his
contract. with Sirio is for his
services in the World Cup only.
After that time he would have to
re-negotiate with the club.
McKinney said that his real
interest is to play in Europe or the
NBA and playing with the Sirio
-Club will give him a chance to
play with Europe's best.
BASEBALL
.442 and Peterson hitting .407.·
Haggerty and Green follow at
.395, .347. Peterson and Acree
have in 14 contests driven in 15
and 13 runs, and Acree leads the
teamswith 18runs to Green's and
Lynch's 15. Green is 12-12 in
stolen bases, while Lynch runs a
slightlymore modest 6-6.
Dodd, with his lone win, is the
qnly..undefeated pitcher on the
staff; but Peterson stands at 3-1
with a save. Shaffer's 3-2 skein
includes the nearly unearned loss
against Montana, ..and Boschulte
stands at I-I. Both Haggery and
Smith have 1-0records.
Now at 8-6 for the season, the
Broncos have a tentatively--
planned series against Northwest
Nazarene this Friday and Satur-
day.in Nampa.
• Continued from page 16
playable balls throughout the
contest. Meanwhile, Boise State
drubbed the Grizzly pitcher for
five runs in the first stanza; and
seldomlet up. Haggerty, Klistoff,
Acree and Mike Lynch each
scored 2 funs, while Peterson
batted 3-3, got a run and 3 RBIs.
Team batting average at this
p~iIIt.!s..3~2!.with.Acn~e.kn\?ckillg
t
.BOISE 384 ..1710
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DIRECTOR SEARCH
The search committee for a new from the University of South
athletic director at Boise State Dakota.
Universitvhas narrowed its list to --Jack Rainey, assistant athletic
five finalists, .announced chair- director at Oregon State Univer-
man Dr. Richard Bullington sity. Rainey, 53, has been with jhe
today. athletic department at OSU since
The person selectedwill replace 1969, and has been in his present
Lyle Smith, who will retire June job since 1978. He coached high
30 after 35 years as BSU's athletic school basketball in Filer,Weiser,
director. and LaGrande, Ore. from 1949-
The five finalists include: 63. Raineyholds a master's degree
.-Gary Cunningham, athletic in education from the University
director and chairman of the of Idaho.
health & physical education --Ron Stephenson, assistant
. department at Oregon College of director of athletics at Boise State
Education. Cunningham, 41, has University. Stephenson, 37, has
been in his current position since been in his current job since 1971.
1979. Prior to that he served as Prior to that he was assistant
head basketball coach, assistant. director of athletics and ticket
basketball coach, and alumni manager at the University of
director at University of Cal- Idaho. He has served six years as
ifornia, Los Angeles. He holds a president of the Big Sky Con-
doctorate in education from ferenceathletic businessmanagers
UCLA. association. He. received a mas-
--Jim Harding, executive ad- ter's degree in business adrninis-
ministrator for athletics at the tration from the University of
University of Wisconsin-Mil- Idaho. ..
waukee. Harding, 51, has been at Bullington said the search
the Milwaukeecampus since 1975. committee selected the finalists
Prior to that he coached from 36 applicants, The ncw
basketball at Gannon College, director will be chosen after the
Erie, Pa.; University of Detroit, finalists are interviewed by the
Michigan, and for the Minnesota search committee. An announce-
Pipers of the American Basket- ment on the selectionshould come
ball Association. Harding holds a "no later than the end of next
master's degree in physical week," said Bullington.
education from the University of Membersof the search commit-
Iowa. tee include Bullington, BSU
--K Michael Mullally, directorof athletics .at California State executive vice-president; Sally
University, Fullerton. MUllally, Thomas; former BSU student
42, has been .in his current job body president, Norm Dahm,
since December, 1979. He was B8.U engineering professor;
athletic director at Eastern ll1inois Patricia Ourada, BSU history
from 1974-79 and prior, to that professor; Tom MacGregor,
served in several capacities with partner in MacGregor-Triangle
the University of Oklahoma. He Company, and John Swartley,
holds a ma~ter's degree in history Boise physician.
j;
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FALWELL
DEMO
"If the- moral majority
has its way you'd better
start praying."
American Civil Liberties
Union
Attend the Anti-Fallwell
demonstration on the
Capitol steps, May 21,
11:00-12:30pm.
runners take your marks ....
apply:
Ad Sales,
Paid.
The University
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GARFIELD™by Jim Davis
HA HA. HOWCAN I RESIST
YOU WHEN YOU'RE CUTE?
HELP YOURSE.l-F. GARFIEL.D
~;
<:»,00°o
I
:j
~,
:)
Punch'
Cl19ll11'1lndlNlII.lId:
Dl>l LA nmes Synd,
"Is there someone else. Gervaise. or do yo.~ really go
, to the Crusades every Thursday? •
"She only got the job because at her rooks."
DECLASSIFIED
Hi-Ho there all you Ace Tyranasauras '
fans, the scourge of YeIlowpine is
pleased to announce that he' is once
more high in the Idaho sky (instead of
being high just on the Idaho ground)
flying once again in The Spirit of
Yell owpine my, plucky Cessna: 180.
After I got back from Chicago I put the
magic piston ring in the old engine and
now she runs like a charm; The only
thing that kind of burns my britches is
that I spent all that time and money,
going after the Lordof the Wings to get
the magic ring and now I see in the
newspaper that K-Mart is having a sale
on the damn things-two dozen magic
piston rings for $2.59. Of course there's
no telling what kind of magic piston
rings the K-Mart has, some wizard in '
Taiwan probably passed his wand over
'em as they,ziPlled by on 'a conveyor
belt."",·
Anyhow, I'm back in the sky and
damned glad of. In case any Of you
Fred Noonan fans out there wondered
what happened to Fred after -he got
flushed down the crapperat O'Hare,
I'm pleased to say that the Coast Guard
found him, floating in, Lake Michigan-
cold, smelly, and a little slimy. but none
the worse for wear. Fred has decided to
move out of the ladies' room at O'Hare
and start writing a book about what he
has been doing in the years since he
disappeared with, Amelia Earhart.
Should make for some interesting
reading ifyqu're into that kind ofstuff.
If you're \Vondering what I'm doing
, in the Spirit of Yellowpine, I'm flying
over to •see myoid' buddy Seamus
"No-bladder" Corbet. ov'er·atHadenLake. ,'N~bladdel'got his nick-name
from the time he drank three beersreal"
quick~and steppedo~t of the,bal'totake
,-, -
,CLASSIFIEDS
WAN TED FOR S A' L E.
ORADUATINO--MUSTSELLI House: 2
now! br, n. end, attractive and practicalt ~rs:
VW ,Rabbit, Chev Nova; HHG's: .dish-
washer, washer, dryer, stereo, furniture;
utility trailer; insulation; more. ~42-O339
eves and weekends.
H EL P
Spring and. summer jobs available
Call 376-9767. Rodev's Ice Cream.
OVERSEAS JOBS· Summer/year round.
Europe, S.Amer., Australia, Asia. AIl
Fields. $500-$1200 monthly. Sightseeing.
Free info. Write lJC Box 52-I.D. I.Corona
Del Mar, q.92625
Are you looking for .a' part-time job. in
direct sales working out of your home WIth
unlimited income potential anti territory'?
COLOR ANALYSIS is exciting and
rewarding IForappointment call 343-9100. LDS--DID OOD' AND JOSEPH SMITH·
MAKE MISTAKES'? 376-5885, 24-hr.
recording.
HI FI SALEs CAMPUS REPRESENTA-
TIVE -- Become the person on campus for
discounted stereo equipment and make
good money doing something you enjoy.
Major brands, warranty. Contact Mr.
Pettijohn; HI FI Sales Co. 1001 Sussex
Blvd, Broomall PA 19008."
Carpets scrubbed/shampooed clean all
summer long. 336-6889 $12.50 per room.
guaranteed.
A'LASKA! Do you want someone to sh~e
driving and expenses to Alaska'? call David .
--~-:o----;:--r:----;~-;;T 336-6889.
F 0, " 'R R EN' female Roommate wanted to' share :j
Storag~ Rental 12 x 22 near college $35.00 bedroom house with I bath, 2 car garage,
384-0319. Vz acre backyard & large garden.
Non-smoker, preferred. Rent--$110 plus
Studio Apartment $l4Sincludes all utilities utilities. For more information call Tina at
384.031901' see at 1006 Oakland on May 2. 343-7671between 7,a.m. and 3 p.m,
'/3block from SUB. weekdays or 362-5719 evenings.
R E W A R D
Brown purse taken from, car in Bronco
Stadium." If found, call37S-9530.
Do you know why.4:ertain ~lorsare
exciting on, your best friend, but lifeless on
h" n"you'? Let me introduceyout~ t e vseasor
concept of" col'!r ~analYS1~. ,See': how
important ColoI' IS m ,creat~gthe image
you want. Color analysis saves you. money
lUldsimplifjes youi' life. For appomtment
Call; 343"9100." ,
F 0 U N D
Fo~ndapetRabbit~ March 17 by SUB, call
ext. 3262 to identify .••SE223
.- .. ", 1",,- ",': .......
a leak. Unfortunately, the bar was the
club car on an Amtrack passenger train
that was traveling 70 miles an hour when
No-bladder stepped out of it. Broke 17
bones and he looked a mess for months.
Anyway, No-bladder says he has enough
Jack Daniels sitting in his kitchen
cupboard to make me want to do
aerobatics in my Cessna 180. Of course
No-bladder belongs to that church over
there in Haden Lake. but heck, 1 don't
let politics stand in the way of friend-
, ships. No-bladder. is really a pretty
relaxed guy about the whole thing, but
it's kind of a pain in the butt when he
gets really drunk and -starts talking
aboutthefuhfer and makes me sing the
Horst Wesselsong with him. Should be
plenty of free booze, no matter how
many Nazi songs I got to' hear to get it.
I understand all you college pups are
about togo into finals week. Having
been .expelled .from eighth-grade for
•praying in School (I asked Ood to teach "
me mercy as I held a knife to the
principal's throat-she used to nag me·
about my drinking) I don't know
, diddley-squat about finals: But I wish
you luck on 'em, you lousy pack of
commie loafers-and spoiled rich kids.
Wrapping things up here, I have to
pop the question-for the final movie
,ticket give-away of the, year.: This week
the SPB films are-The ,Effects of
Gamma Rays on Man-In"The-Moon
Marigolds and Children of Paradise,
and the fll'st four people who tell thesecretary at the News the name of the
Deal) of the School of. Business will win
a free ticket to those films. Congrats to
the SPB on a fine, well-balanced film, series this year.' Keep up the good work.
··"1
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